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A TECHNIQUE ~OR r1EASURING AIRBORNE CONCENTRATIONS OF 
DAUGHTERS OF. RADON ISOTOPES* 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
Health and Safety Research Division 

Post Office Box X 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830, U.S.A. 

For over five years the surface-barrier silicon diode has been 
used to measure the daughters of radon-222 and radon-220 using 
methods suggested by Martz et al. (1) and by Duggan (2). Various 
aspects of this technique have been published (3,4,5,6). A basic 
assumption has been that alpha energies detected in certain energy 
regions belong to daughters of radon-222 and/or daughters of radon-220 
Recently, however, the presence bf large quantities of daughters of 
radon-219, with alpha energies similar to those of daughters of 
radon-222 and/or radon-220, has been confirmed in a building con
taminated with raffinates from uranium ore processing. These 
raf finates. showed concentrations of actinium-227 as high or higher 
than the normally more abundant isotopes radium-226 and thorium-232. 
Since many sites have come in contact with actinium-bearing raffinates 
it appeared worthwhile to develop a method for the simultaneous 
measurement of daughters of all three radon isotopes in air. 

The method which has been developed for this simultaneous mea
surement depends on the followi~~-.basic assumptiQng: (a) that the 
-rRtio of thA ::ilnha emission of c!. L'.Bi to that of c:lc:po is fixed 
(36:64); (b) th~t the 212po alpha particle (8.78 MeV) can be resolved 
from all the other al~ha p articles, even with excessive dust on the 
collection filter; (~2 that o~ly insigni7icant quantities of parent 
isotopes (includipg 6Ra , 23 Th, and 22 Ac) are airborne; (d) that 
the activity of 21Bpo (3 .05 min. half life) on the collection filter 
is negligible 25 ~n~tes post samplin~; (e) that the ratio of the 
alpha emission of 1 Bi to that of 21 Po is fixed (100:0.28); (f) 
that alpha emissions from 2l~At (0.00023% yield) are insignificant 
and may be igno211; and (g) that the 6.28 MeV and 6.62 MeV alpha 
emissions from Bi are distinguishable from energies associated 
with 222Rn daughters and 22URn daughters. 

At the place of sampling, air is flowed through a millipore filte 
for five to ten minutes at approximately 12 liters per minute. Then 
the filter is counted during the period two to twelve minutes post 
sampling; the counts are integrated over each of four regions (A) 
5.20 to 6.16 l1eV; (B) 6.16 to 6.75 MeV; (C) 6.75 to 8.10 MeV; and 



CD) 8.10 to 9. 50 MeV (see Fig. 1). A second count is made for the 
sgJile regions during the period 15 to 30 minutes post sampling. From 
tl:?-ese two counts the activities of 2l1Pb , 211Bi, 218po , 214Pb ~d 
2l-4Bi can be calculated, and the number of working leyels of ~2~Rn 
d81-ughters can be determined. If the activities of 212Pb and 2l c:'Bi 
a:ce to be determined, then a third 10 to 20 minute count for the 
8 lO to 9.50 MeV region mu~r8be made at least 200 minutes post 
8~pling. In the case of Po in Region A, there can be some 
ir:i.terference with ~~I 6.0 MeV peak and the low ener gy portion of the 
di- stribution from Bi, which has two alp~a-particle energies, 
6 28 MeV and 6.62 MeV. This overlap from llBi can be calculted 
f~Om the second ·count of Region A, since almost all 218po atoms 
wi- ll have ~Igayed by this time. Al though energies al;2lQciated with 
2J...2Bi and Po overlap in Region A, the counts for 2 2Bi can be 
su.btracted since they are approximately equal to 0.56 times the 
si.rnul taneo-us counts in Region D. Similarly, the usually smQ.11 
ruoount of cllpo which shows up in Region C (the region for cl4po) 
ce.J'.1 be estimated by multiplying the simultaneous counts in Region B 
by 0. 0028. 

All counts and counting times are entered into a BASIC computer 
program which is a combination of a ~2~gram written by Kerr (5) 
fo:t' analyzing data for daughters of Rn, another progr~ ~ri tten 
by Kerr and Ryan (7) for analyzing data for daughters of 2 Rn, 
and a third_ routine which is a mo~ification of the Kerr-Ryan pro-
00....-a.m e.nd ·which e.nalyzes data fOT' CjRn o~ughters. 
o-'- . 
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